Hugginstown, Co. Kilkenny

Company overview
The company was founded by David
Doyle in 1972 – the company focused
initially on constructing farm buildings
and have grown to become of Ireland’s
top
suppliers
of
Readymix
Concrete and Easyflow Concrete Mix.
These farm buildings play a vital role in
the management and production of
food. They consist of buildings for animal
husbandry and the processing of food
crops. The construction of farm buildings
requires several basic materials, one of
them being Concrete or Concrete Mix,
for foundations, milking parlours, cattle
slats, silage pits, farm roadways etc.

Building a house

Ready mix concrete
Doyle Concrete, have been delivering
Ready Mixed Concrete in the South
Kilkenny, Waterford and Tipperary regions,
for almost a quarter of a century. You can
be assured of friendly service, expert
advice and prompt attention to your
requirements.
Our in- house team are experienced to
process your requirements, from your initial
enquiry to delivering your concrete on
time, and to the highest EU Standards
reflected in our compliance with EN 206.
Depending on your requirements, and
other factors such as quantities, access to
your site, and which type of concrete you
order, we usually deliver to you the day
after you order from us.
The best way to get an accurate delivery
time is to give us a call on – 056 7768 650

Pre cast products
The main difference
between this and
pre-cast, is that, the
steel
rods
which
make
up
the
reinforcing grid are
under tension, and
just at the right
moment when the
concrete is at critical
point of setting, the
tension is released.
The result is that the
steel rods try to
contract
to
their
normal
state
of
tension
thus
increasing the overall
strength
of
the
concrete slab.

Floor Screed
Doyle Concrete supply and deliver floor screed, which is a relatively new
concept. The concrete is self-levelling and self compacting, saving time and
energy. This type of concrete can be delivered by pump at any stage of the build
even after the build is complete.
Supply and lay by Doyle Concrete
For indoor – hard to reach places
Ideal for underfloor heating systems and multi-story use
Minimises heat loss compared to conventional concrete
system
Self compacting – no need for vibrating equipemnt
No need for power floating
Self levelling using laser levels – no need for screed work
Eliminates uneven floors prir to tiling and timber floor laying
Takes half the time of conventional concrete work
Domestic, industrial and commercial use
Fast, efficient and very cost effective

Concrete pumping service
We offer a complete Concrete Pumping
Service for the commercial and
residential markets. Our employees and
equipment have been used on major
construction
sites
throughout
the
Country.

Conveyor/extendable chutes

We
offer a
Concrete Conveyor
Hire service for concrete placement. This
is an ideal solution for customers when
handling
Readymix
in
difficult
areas. Contact Doyle Concrete to
choose the best system for your
construction site. All our Conveyor
Hire machines confirm to the latest
health and safety standards.

Sand and gravel
Doyle Concrete run their own Sand / Gravel pit in Castledermot in Kildare. It is
from there we can supply you with sand, and gravel.
The gravel and aggregates can be supplied in several different grades, and once
again our in-house team will be happy to advise on types, grading and delivery.

Pre stressed flooring
The main difference between Prestressed
Concrete Flooring and Precast Concrete Flooring,
is that, the steel rods which make up the
reinforcing grid are under tension, and just at the
right moment when the concrete is at critical point
of setting, the tension is released. The result is that
the steel rods try to contract to their normal state
of tension thus increasing the overall strength of
the concrete slab.
Prestressed Concrete Flooring make it possible to
use long spans. The advantage of this is that it
adds flexibility to the design of floor plans as
restricting load-bearingstructures can be far apart.
Prestressed Concrete Floors have another
advantage in thatinexpensive materials for many
partition walls may be used, which do not have to
be load-bearing. Prestressed Concrete Floors
provide further advantages mainly around costeffectiveness.

Concrete stairs

Concrete stairs – as a specialised product in
itself, Doyle Concrete is an expert in
supplying concrete stairs for first floor houses
and and premises. We can supply you with
standard stairs, but also we can make them
exactly to your requirements.
Doyle concrete can provide you with
concrete stairs in standard cast and also in
cast prepared onsite.

We also do do

 Cattle slat (see our farming PDF download for full details and sizes)
 Rubber slats

